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The author discusses the need for.a more di lined
society through wore disciplined education.. Discipline and moral.
values in education are the_keys to responsible citizenship, which is
disappearing in. the.pnited States today.-Without abandoning

.

'compassion and special attention to minoriqes', a nationwide
coimitment,to high standards and acadelic vigor is needed on all
levels of education. Studies point out the, declining standards in
education and the emphasis on'students' rights to the exclusion of-

.
students' respansiblilities.'Many of the discipline problems in
.schoolt.today.are probably a response to student boredom caused by
permissiveness and,a,lack Of challenge. Although the teaching of
values and.soral development in schools has many opponents, the
current permissiveness and" neutrality on values in education have not
had many ''positive results. The educational system should assume. more
responsibility for teaching the, values and virtue's of the" American
way of life. Only'education can break the pattern of civic withdrawal
in the United States today and, together with media outside the
fog' ,41 school structure such as television, instill in-young

)

Americans the' values that lad to responsible citizenship.
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"/ would like toluse this significant gathering to talk about dfspipline
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e1,1 'and naval.values in eduiation: I want to talk about them because Jbelieve
..? -

cm they are the keys todisciplined, responsible citizenship and 'because I fear,

%J../
t#at responsible citizenship iwwithering.in our land. .

.1,

. .. -

I want to pgrsuade you that all of us rust raise our voice for.a nor
do \ .

,

disciplined society through more disciplined edutation.

BY.discipline in education 1 do not mean punishment*, control,' restraint.
a

4 /
I nean'conmitrent, I mean 'high standards and acadetic rigo;. . I nean--k.,

4.,. ,..
.,

N..
sacrifice in the name of excellence.

We are drifting away from that kind of discipline in our schools, colleges,

and -universities. We must make new commitments to it.-- and not only in f

. .

education. We must
1
make new commitments to it in our life as citizens.

. .
.

,

Discipline rAkPs us productive,. affluent, strong, enlightened, and free*

as a people. Take away discipline and you have deca decline, anarchy,

and abandonment of truth.

Thomas Jefferson; in his first inaugural address, asked:

Would the honest patriot, in the full tide of successful .

1
,experiment, abandon government which has so far kept us

t)
free and £irm,5 on the theoretic and visionary rear that

. -

'this government, the world!, best hope, may by possibility

(Idler want,energy_to preserve itself?

* prepared for seminar on "christian citizenship '76," sponsored by the
christian life commission of the southern baptist convention;oashington,

d:c., march 22, 1976, 3:55
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I fear wellavecOme,almost to the point where we must answer yes

toJefferson's question: Academic test scores, voter registration figures --

almost all the inde xes we have -- point to thekind of citizen lassitmde
%

Jefferson feared.
,

.

lthat are sore of the signalswe have received That discipline is, sagging

,in our education system? Here are two:
g.

I Testimony at a special hearing in Congress on the subject of

violence and vandalMm in the-schools left'an impression ghat

many of our secondary sIolf are gripped by hapeleksaess

and. despair. Key witnesses, impliea thatNstudent assaults

and violence could not be corrected L-- that school authorities

-could not tope with the situation:.

.1
#An article in a well - known publication recently rtper(ed that

more Ch= 40 pgicent o/f the graduating*dlasu Of a reputable'

university had graduated with honors or,tsm laude. It

'implied that standards'had Slipped at this institution and

that its academic rigor had declined.

And here are some of the warnings we have received that undisciplined

education bears only the rotting fruit of undisciplined, apathetic citizenship;
,

. . ...,

# The overall voting record is lower in America. than in

most other democracies. Voters aged between kfand 21 had
-

the worst voting record of any age group in both 1972 and

1974. es

3
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?hp Yankelovich Surveys financed by a number of foundations:)

r

found that 196,7 some 35 percent of*Americans aged.

16 to .25 considered patriotism an important value but that

sikyresalater, a 1973, this had dropped. to 19 percent.

4 The National Commidaion on the Reform orgecondary Education

analyzed hundreds of handbooks on'''Student Rights and

Reaponsibilities"publishad by schools and State departments

-of Education. Hone than 99 percent of then dealt with

Or -

student rights. Ilewer than one percent.even mentioned,'

responsibilities.

.

The Council of Chief State Sdooi, Officers -- State'superiAendetts or

I, 1,

-

'commissioners of education, as they atfyariously known concluded at their

1974 annual convention that "recognizixig tyke need for a

,education nay be the most important action this _council

new level of

can take at this time."

citizenship

OfficeI agree with the Council, and I hs of Education

a task force to cake recgmmendations on citizenship education in the schools.

The actual carrying out of any recOmmei tions we may -tome up with WI/1, of

course, be'left to State and local educe ors at their dis.cretion. .As Commissioner

e set up in the U.S.

of Education I cannot impose any education\plan on them., bits:ever, I feel that
.4*

I have a responsiiility to lead. I will exercise that responsibility.

I am glad tonote tiiat.others share my concern and aretaking active steps

. .

to nurture and encourag citizenship education and effective and responsible
-

-.

%,.. ..varticipation in.civic affaird. .

.

,

.

air
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'The'Americanler'Ass'ociation, for example, supports a national
s

. / .

mlearinghouse on."Youth Education for Citizenship "'and the National

Endot:mapr for theAumlnities helped'finance a program for the first 12 grades
0 .

__.,5:rils.i.sekyesncepts as partic.pation, justice, and responsibility.

A National Task Force on Citizenship Education, supported byprivate

foundations, is examining new concepts.and teaChing:methods for responsible

Citizenship. Its report, expected in June, will-be available tq educators
wiNs

and the general plblic. .

I strongly' suspect that much of the trouble we have in our schools these

days is no more or less thal; a response to boredom. A more disciplined '

society would surely give our young people a gore disciplined, demanding,
.*, 9

and therefore a far fore stimulatidg environment. There.is more to learn

than ever before in istory. Our youth are more talented aacilble today

than ever before.

I do not imply that education should disregard the problems that sate.

4

learners have. If there is any place where discipline must be cpnstantly

elellowed by compassion, it is in our school's and colleges. We, must always.

allo*.tor individual differences. We Must stand up for the rights of minorities.

Equality of opportunity must begin with education if we are to aiply this

principle to all facets oz living. We must have compensatory eduCation for

the disadvantaged. Those with learning problems need and deservm the extra

effort and expense to meet their needs.

Teachers should be charitable and kind in applying rules and standards

td students deserving of a break. I stand for that.' But at the same time
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, I wonder whether-we -are not spreading this kind of classroom charity

-too many students who need and deserve more challenge.

I-emphasize_again that disciplined education does not need to be a

'mindless authoritarian system that drives more than it leads, punishes,tore

. than it persuades. But, without abandoning compassion and empathy, we cab

have a no-nonsense-program that calls for mastery of reading, mathematics

, --
------

spelling, and other basics. Too-many students are getting by from one grade

level to another without this mastery. Ve know vastly more than ever before

about howrtoteach the bottom 25 percent, and we should apply what we know.

Not all chtldOn will attain a high level of proficiency in reading and

mathematics. But we can't live.with the high percentage of students who in

some large urban school systems fail to reach an acceptable level. We can

do better.
..

.

A school system committed to disciplined standards of excellence In

teaching and learning will take all measures possible to educate the bottom

,

.one fourth ofTthe student body. A few systems have demonstrated.thig capacity:

.

What we need is a nationwide resolve to reach a higher, level of performance.

We must help our youth find happiness and fulfillment through serious

_ -

work in an atmosphere of reasonable standards-that arg sensibly, firmly,

and consistently applied. Today's yojxng men and women need to learn thit the

closest helping hand is at the end of their own arm. We need a strong, new,

_vigorous commitment to the old-fshioned work ethic. Let's teach that ethic

in'our schodls. It will be the finest lesson our youth will ever learn.



I speak fairly often to high school and college graduating classes.

Sometimes I poSe a set 0Z-questions and tell the graduates that if they, can.;

answer yes to all of them they can consider.thafteIves to be educatePpersons.

Three of my questions seem especially appropp-ate to mention at this particular--

'o

Here they are:

First, have you ,developed a clear set ofstandards and ideals

to guide your life and your daily living?

A truly educated person lives by/Some abiding principles

.

that are important and personally satisfying. It is good to be

open and teachable and to let one's standards grow with true

convictioniand conversion to new thoughts. It is quite another
.1

mgtter, however, to agree With everyone and-to lack strength

of conviction. A ypry wise man once said "He who trims himself

-to everybody will soon whittle_himself away." Without being

rigid, we .all need alirm rooting in,thoSe basic ideals

political views, 'and principles that we hOld to be genuine.

My second question: Have you educated your feelings, your

spirit, and your inner soul? Have you learned to enjoy fine music,

great art, good literature, and the sounds and sights of nature?

%AT
A quality life calls

-appreciation foi the

for quality thoughts and feelings and as

fine things around us. We can't consider

ourself educated without these qualities.

The third question in my test of an'educated person is: 'Do

you know yourself, and can you apply what you know to maintain your

-,A)hqs1.41 and mental health . . . and can you conttol your appetiteth

and paitione

No

7



is of no
.

avairtp be an, in llectual giant and a physical weak-

know that exetcise; proper nutrition,

.

e essential to good health.

ling! Host knowledgeable pe

and adequate re

About mental hOalth I ask: Do you live with reality? Are you

poSifIve in your, thinking?' Is your outlo4 uplifting and wholesome?-

Do you know aw to be'free and enjoy freedom?

Some people live as pris4pers i;t.a.free land because they are

,

slaves to their habits and to their fears and paranoiac outlook.

Those'are three.of the questions' among several others that I,ask graduating

seniors. I have selected them becausethey'all bear on self-discipline.

A well disciplined life is the only road_to true happiness. It begins with

an objective,_ disciplined education system, and it ends with more prodnciiity

by the people As a whole and a richer life forthem as individbalS. Discipline

means more freedom, not leis. We comply with a few fundamental laws and with

some basic principles so that we can enjoy freedom.

'r' Ar

I turn now to the teaching of values and the matter of moraf'development

in education.
, ---
Many educators believe that it is not the proper' role of education to

teach'moral standards an values in our schools. According tothis.view,

if we expose our youth to many'concepts of behavior', each individdal will

arrive at those personal standards ma/St acOeptable to himself.

The next step in this .line of reasoning-is the-idea ihetto.impose

standards of oondudt, standards dress, And standards of speech are in

4
many. ways coercive., Thip kind of thought goes on to conclude that there'is

not much room in a/democratically managed institution for imposition Of'moral
.

- . I 1
values,or implied rules of conduct and behaviOr.

8
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Thiivilew of moralitp and of personal human values ,leads us to what

is called Vreleliani," or "responsive." We let the so-called "felt needs"

and the demands of our students tell us how to run our schools. This in tut**
4F

leads Ala to "openness" in education -- open admissioni, open classrooms, and
t

open grading that leeves students free to simply elect a pass or fail grade

rather than a "-coercive" letter grade. We want students to feer free from

"authoritarian" controls because stich contrdla subvert a truly democAtic

a
society. This. entire line of thought is at the heart of many of our problems,

in today's society.

I find is line of thinking nonsense, but many educators find it hard

to oppose. If yo u teach morality and values, they ask, whose do'you teach?

They go on to conclude that if a school seeks out students views and "perceived

,* "needs," it will help their motivation.

Concern for motivation is, of course, legitimate. It has led to some

changesfor the better IA educaston, The problem is that it may be dominating

our thinking about the entire education system.

Any benefits from the pursuit of responsiveness, permissiveness, and

neutrality on values have not been very spectacular. We seem to have reached

an all-time high point in truancy, disrespect, lack of commitment, and a host of
,

other problems that will be with us until we abandon our moral and ethical ,

neutrality.

We must assume much more responsibility for moral development. We

1'

'should, of course, avoid teaching religious precepts:as such; for that is the

role of,the liome and the church. We should also be careful.not to get into, the

. arena of the institutionally doctrinaire:-

AvOiding those pitfalls, our institutions of education nevertheless

should unapologetically teach what we call,thp American way of life -- the values

9
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and virtue:3.°f our system. Moral values, a cqde,of conduct, ethical standards

.

all are clearly implied in the Bill of Rights and in the entire structure of our

system. We don't have to be morally neutral about them.

The teacher should teach'M'UPI more than subject matter. The ideals of our

Nation as set forth in our Constitution and siatutes, and thoge universal
- I

0047

.verities of honesty, forthrightneds, and unvarnished.truthful.ness must be

re-awakened in our classrooms.

'1p

I Forcefully and without any equivocation, our. schools should teach equality

of oppoytunity, freedom from prejudice',1honesty, respect fklaw. Our stand

-should be so strong, so clear, that we come across to our students as

harboring no nons5pse in this area.

We.need not be ashamed to teach these great principles. Without theM

sj
we will teach only half of what our'students eRpecti and deserve from us.

We have for a number of years been on a nationwide binge of permissiveness.

Anything goes, we have been saying, because everything depends upon the individual's

choice, taste, and peisonal appetite.

* But students don't want to be "liberated." They want to be challenged!

Education, if it is anything, must be committed to building self-confidence and

ambition and ever-rising horizons-in the mind and'aoulof the youth of our Nation.

Our, Founding Fathers saw this. Lquote Thomas 'Jefferson again:,

; '

of no safe depository,of the ultimate powers of the

society but the people themselves, and if we think them not

englightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome

discretion, the take' it from'fhem,-hut"to Ihforia

their discretion by edUcatiOrt.

1.0
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Since her earliest days America has faced and conquered many problems,

but new ones never stopped coming up. Today we have many that sorely challenge

/1\
040

. ,

both.our technical ingenuity and our value system, Some, like unemployment, .

'inflation, urban blight, and the energy shortage, are obvious. Others, pAlo so
'. .

''

obvious, are in every sense equally oimpOriant and perhaps more far-reaching
-.

_ .. ,

in consequknce --one especia2ly,,and that is iha.dropout of many citizens
.

'

from civic life that I have talked about Self-government is on trial it

America today.

Only educations can break the civic withdrawal syndrome and reinstall in

our everyday life the values that make4or responsible citizenship. Out

Nation's formal school structure must of course play a lead role in this

resurrection. But we also must realize,-as did the Founding Fathers, that ,

*

education doesn't begin or end at the school house or college door.

Television and radio, newspapers, magazines, motion pictures -- as well

as our families, churches, and other institutions -- are in every sense

integral parts of this Nation's education team and must consider themselves

full partners in this educational effort.

There are indications that-the tide is. turning back in the direction

A More citizenship education and palcipation. I intend to.support and.

encourage this to the fullest in the hope that it will become a full-flidged

national movement.


